
i) Wrong tension of band saw blades can cause for crooked cutting, getting cutting surface rough and blade breakage. 

ii) Proper blade tension will keep blades in good fatigue life. 

iii) Reduces occurance of machine damage due to band over tensioning

Parameters of Band Tension 

Note : Band tension capabilities may vary by make and model of the band saw machine.
Machine manufacturer or technician can help if there is any issue concerning machine 
band tension techniques or capabilities. 
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ii)Tension meter to be placed on the loose blade on machine. Ensure that tension meters is fixed parallelly   by keeping                      
   approximate 5 mm distance between the back of the blade & tension meter slot.            

   arms are closer to each other, lower tension range to be used.

     dial is 1 division = 1000 PSI. Adjust the tension on blade until desired tension & reading is obtained. 

19mm ,27mm and 34mm Wide Bimetal Band saw : 
30000 to 38000 PSI
25000 to 30000 PSI

41mm and above  Bimetal Band saw :

iii) Tighten the left side thumb screw & then after right side thumb screw of moving arm on tension meter. 

iv) Set the dial ring to Zero position & start tightening the blade manually or by hydraulic pressure

vi) When you start giving tension on the blade, the dial will start showing reading on scale. The scale on 

Why to use Tension Meter ?

   Therefore, the band tension should be checked frequently as per below given instructions.

i) Fix the Bimetal Band Saw blade on the machine. 

Instructions of using Tension Meter

v) As a general thumb rule, when the guides are more apart, the higher tension range to be used & when guides  

Tension Meter

R

Cutting… Leave it to us
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